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Healy and Millet, of Chicago, for their novel and beautiful exhib 
its. Henry de Chennevieres writes of the monumental faience of 
the Exposition, and there is an article-one of a series--on scales 
and imbrications in ornament, by L. Passepont. 

YOUNG AMERICA'S PAINTING BOOK gives illustra 
tions in color, by Constance Haslewood, of familiar nursery 
rhymes, to be copied on the opposite pages, where they are printed 
only in outline. The tints are well selected, and afford safe 
practice for the artist in the nursery. (Frederick Warne & Co.) 

ASOLANDO, the last published work of Robert Brown-. 
ing (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.), may be likened to the last notes 
given forth by some noble instrument, rude, indeed, and primitive 
in construction, but of elemental force, of sweetness drawn from 
the very heart of nature, the chords of which, broken and relaxed 
by the hand of time, can produce, even at the touch of the master, 
scarcely any but feeble or discordant sounds. The sweetness that 
once so charmed the ear with magic and mysterious power has, 
in most of these poems, degenerated into mawkishness, the strong, 
if at times enigmatic utterances of other days, into meaningless 
confusion of thought. Occasionally, indeed, there is an echo of 
the old exquisite melody-that ran through 

" 
Evelyn Hope," for 

instance-as in the lyric beginning, " So say the'foolish !" "Say 
the foolish so, Love ?" Traces there are, occasionally, of the in 
tellectual vigor that commanded our homage-often, it is true, 
tardy and reluctant-as in " The Pope and the Net," where the 
knowledge, accumulated during a lifetime, of one phase of human 
nature is epitomized in a single line, 

" 
Why, Father, is the net 

removed ?" "Son, it hath caught the fish." But echoes of the 
stirring strains that quickened the pulse in such poems as " How 
they brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix," and " Incident 
of the French Camp," we listen for here in vain; the chord that 
produced them was broken before the instrument itself had sunk 
forever into silence. For all that we look for and miss, however, 
in these, the last earthly utterances of the poet, we find our best 
consolation, in his own words, in the poem called" Reverie :" 

"Somewhere, below, above, 
Shall a day dawn-this I know 

When Power, which vainly strove 
My weakness to o'erthrow, 

Shall triumph; I breathe, I move, 
"I truly am, at last ! 

For a veil is rent between 
Me and the truth which passed 

Fitful, half-guessed, half-seen, 
Grasped at-not gained, held fast. 

"I for my race and me 
Shall apprehend life's law; 

In the legend of man shall see 
Writ large what small I saw 

In my life's tale: both agree. 
"When see? When there dawns a day, 

If not on the homely earth, 
Then yonder, worlds away, 

Where the strange and new have birth, 
And Power comes full in play." 

Miss M. B. ALLING had much success with her beauti 
fully decorated china, in Royal Worcester style, shown at Tiffany's 
during the holiday season. Few pieces remained unsold. 

A MAGNIFICENT vase of malachite, so massive that 
it had to be conveyed to its destination in sections, was recently 
presented to Lord Revelstoke by the Czar. It is supposed to be 
the finest malachite ornament in England, not excepting the 
great vase at Windsor Castle, given by the Czar Nicholas to 
Queen Victoria. 

FREDERICK JUENGLING, one of our best-known 
wood-engravers, died recently in this city from acute bronchitis. 
He came to this country from Germany while a youth, and began 
engraving for Harper & Brothers, but went into the business him 
self at the age of twenty-three. In 1870 he engaged in the 
printing business, in which, however, he failed; but a few years 
later he settled in full the claims of his creditors, who had main 
tained their confidence in his integrIty unshaken. Mr. Juengling 

worked at engraving for Frank Leslie's publications and those 
of the Century Co., and was one of the leaders in the then 
new method of cutting on wood for illustration, by which the 
exact work of the artist was sought to be reproduced, instead of 
the engraver's own interpretation of it, according to the old 
system. Later he studied painting in water colors and in oils at 
the Art Students' League of this city, of which he became Presi 
dent. He was also a member of the Salmagundi Club. In 1882 
he was awarded the only gold medal given for engraving at the 
International Exhibition at Munich, and in 1886 he received hon 
orable mention at the Paris Salon. 

A CORRESPONDENT of The American Garden says that 
the favorite " American Beauty" rose is an old sort under a new 
name, and is no other than the " Madame Jamain." As French 
names do not come easily to all of us, perhaps most persons will 
prefer the more familiar one in this case. A florist who some 
times supplies the writer with flowers invariably calls the Papa or 
Phre Gautier, " 

Poppy Gouteer," and he would certainly have 
trouble with " Madame Jamain." 

AT the recent flower show in San Francisco a resident 
of that city received the first prize for a new rose called the 
" rainbow rose." It is small, of a delicate shade of pink; stripes 
of a darker shade running to the end of each petal give it its 
name. No mention is made of the odor, however, upon the 
character of which its popularity will doubtless depend. 

THE rule with the cacti is to give the soil a thorough 
drenching only when the leaves look shrivelled, except about the 
time for them to bloom, when three times a week is not too often 
to water. 

IT should be remembered that in the winter evapora 
tion does not take place so rapidly as in summer, and house plants 
do not require so much moisture. A safe rule is to wait 
until the soil lo1ks dlry on the surface before prirn waater. 
as plants are more 
often injured by ex 
cessive zeal in this 
matter than in any 
other way. 

STRANGE as it 
may seem, the palm, 
which thrives under 
sunny skies in its 
tropical home, needs, 
in our drawing 
rooms, a shady cor 
ner. Too strong light 
causes the leaves to 
turn brown and in 
course of time to die, 
although the palm 
succumbs to its fate 
only after a long 
struggle. 

Upnfitmut of FSigjns. 
STUDY OFA CA TCOLOR PLA TE NO. i). 

THE original of this kitten-he was hardly more than 
a kitten when he " sat" for his portrait-was for years a favor 
ite of the well-known Lotos Club of New York. The artist 
brought him in under his overcoat one winter day, and " Dick" 
lived in peace and luxury until he died. Mr. Dolph, who is the 
best painter of cats in this country, has succeeded admirably with 
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this model, which is, apparently, of the Persian variety. The fe 
line characteristic of alertness, even while the graceful little 
creature is contentedly dozing, is well expressed in the cleverly 
modelled head, while the soft, furry texture of the mottled " tor 
toise-shell" colored coat is admirably rendered. The canvas se 
lected need not be of very fine grain, as a certain amount of tooth 

will help to give texture to the work, which, though extremely 
effective in treatment, is somewhat sketchy in detail, and for this 
reason it is a most excellent study for beginners. The background 
color may be obtained with an admixture of raw umber, yellow 
ochre, black and white. It will save time to pass the background 
color over the entire canvas, allowing it to dry thoroughly before 
proceeding further. Care must be taken, however, not to paint 
too thickly, or there will be danger of clogging up the canvas, and 
thereby losing quality in the painting. The palette needed is very 
simple; it may be raw umber, raw Sienna, burnt Sienna, French 
Naples yellow or jaune brilliant, cobalt, black and white. Begin 
by making a careful and accurate drawing in outline with char 
coal; then block in the salient points with raw umber only. Next 
lay in the bluish tints witlh raw umber, cobalt and white mixed, 

matching the tint indicated as nearly as possible. The lights 
must be loaded on with Naples yellow, to which white is added 
in the very lightest parts; jaune brilliant also gives the required 
color. Be careful to note the touches of pure burnt.Sienna under 
the velvety paw and about the eyes and edge of one ear. Raw 
Sienna with a little white gives the intermediate bright brown 
tint ; for the very dark touches mix raw umber, burnt Sienna and 
black. Do not work your tints about more than is necessary to 
insure a sufficient amount of modelling. The painting should 
be crisp, fresh and bright. 

CROCUS BEDS IN EARL Y SPRING. (COLOR 
PLA TE NO. 2.) 

THE original of this clever and charming little land 
scape, by Mr. George Hitchcock, is in water color. The repro 
duction is very true tejthe feeling of the artist. Use Whatman's 
hand-made paper of moderately fine texture; not hot-pressed 
which is only fit for pen-and-ink work or very fine face painting. 

~- f\ 1 

Stretch the paper carefully (as directed on page 56 in painting the 
daffodils). The following colors will be needed : Raw umber, 
burnt Sienna, raw Sienna, Vandyck brown, yellow ochre, pale 
cadmium, pale lemon yellow, Indian red, rose madder, Antwerp 
blue, cobalt and ivory black. See that you are provided with 
two or three good elastic sable brushes. Begin by making a very 
careful and accurate drawing of the picture in outline with an H. B. 
pencil; then start painting with the sky. Mix enough color to 
paint freely with a very full brush; it is impossible otherwise to 
obtain transparency, which is the chief charm of water colors. 
This remark applies equally to the shadows, which should be lit 
erally blotted in. This method is clearly indicated in the copy 
under consideration. If the edges be too sharp in the first in 
stance, soften with a clean, moist brush. To obtain the desired 
shade for the skyv mix cohalt with Tndian red and. nirhans. a 

SET OF ROUNDELS, ALL TO BE PUBLISHED FULL SIZE (8x8). THE FIRST IS GIVEN IN THE SUPPLEMENT THIS MONTH, 

very little black. The same tint is needed for the brightest re 
flections in the water; raw umber and more red are introduced 
into the shadow. For the field of crocuses all the yellows in 
dicated will be needed, with touches of the Siennas and raw um 
ber in the foreground in addition to the patches of green. Begin 
by putting over the whole field the faintest possible wash of yel low ochre. This will give just the tint required for the highest 
lights, which should be carefully left intact. A careful combina 
tion of Indian red, rose madder, raw umber and black will serve 
for the red bricked cottage,.with dashes of other pure colors in 
troduced, such as raw Sienna and pale cadmium and' cobalt. 
Take Vandyck brown and a little black with a touch of red in it 
for the dark patch. The greens may be mixed with yellow ochre 
and cobalt, lemon yellow and black, raw Sienna and Antwerp 
blue. A glazing of raw Sienna only is used in places; there are 
also touches of clear, raw umber. The reddish tint in the sky is 
laid on before the tree trunks are picked out. 

THE NUT-PLATE SERIES. 

THE nut-plate given this month, the fifth of the series, 
represents a cluster of hazel-nuts. Paint the outside husks with 
yellow ochre, shaded with brown zo8 in the darker parts, with 
here and there a little brown green. The nut itself is to be 
painted dark brown, shading lighter, and a little black. The 
stems are to be painted with yellow ochre and brown zo8, the 
leaves grass green, shaded with brown green and sepia, and the 
catkins a very light green, shaded with the same color. 

DESIGNS FOR DO YLIES. 
THE two doyley designs given this month complete 

the set of six-the other four were published last month. They 
are intended to be worked on fine cambric or Indian grass cloth 
in embroidery silks. Suggestions for working them will be found 
in the stitches indicated on the drawings. Where solid work is 
used it must be for the most part satin stitch, but in some cases 
ordinary feather stitch must be used. Two shades of gold-col 
ored silk will be found both to look and to clean best. The stem 
stitch used for the outlines must be very close and even. A very 
few stitches of a distinct shadow color will be found to heighten 
the general effect a good deal; but it must be carefully used or 
it will make the work heavy. The doyleys should have a border 
of wide drawn stitching before the embroidery designs are mark 
ed on them. And in stitching these the darkest shade of gold silk 
may be used instead of white thread with very good effect. 

THE RO UNDELS. 

THE set of four roundels, of which the first is given, 
working size, in the present number, to be followed by the others, 
each the same size, is suitable for execution on glass or china. 
Marion Reid, the designer of them, writes: " I should suggest 
the faces to be treated in faint flesh tones, the hair in reddish 
hues, the suns and also the crescent moon and stars in amber 
shades, the rays shading off darker from the centre ; the sky in 
greenish blue. They would also look well in monochrome of blue 
or deep red. With an enlarging border they would be very 
suitable for forming a glass window screen. The sunflower in 
Noon should be put in in a more lemon yellow tone, with brown 
madder dots on the centre. The color must be kept a different 
yellow from the sun rays." 

0oFFpenhFurF. 
HINTS FOR INTERIOR DECORA TION. 

BEE, New York.-Nothing could be better for your 
hall than Georgia pine; this starts a room in a rich color, and 
helps to bring harmony into it better than any other color that 
could be used. The walls might be painted in panels, in tones 
varying slightly from that of the Georgia pine, each space being 
treated as a panel and divided from that next it by a heavy split 
bamboo. The ceiling should be of the same color as the walls, 
but several shades lighter. The fretwork over the doors might be 
of wood to match the woodwork of the room. By all means use 
a hat-rack that closes and conceals the hats; a corner cupboard 
would answer the purpose very well. Let your lantern be of 
jewelled glass, of rich reds and yellows, with perhaps a touch of 
blue. A large Japanese umbrella placed under the lantern, and 
forming a canopy over the sofa, standing to one side, would pro 
duce a charming effect. The cushion for the sofa might be of 
leather, which is very durable, of a darker color than the walls. 
Linen plush would be cheaper, and it is serviceable. In your 
library bronzes and yellows should prevail, to harmonize with 
your walnut woodwork, a large Oriental vase or two high in yellow 
being the key-note to the color of the room. The ceiling should 
be several shades lighter than the walls, and gold may be used 
freely in the cornices. For hangings the Associated Artists " shadow silk," with or without lining, as you desire warmth or 
not, would be suitable. If this is too expensive, bamboo and 
bead hangings might be used. For your floors Oriental rugs are, 
of course, the best. There are Scinde rugs which are not ob 
jectionable,in color, and which are both cheap and durable. 

W. L. S., Morristown.-(i) Rooms so small as yours 
-1Ixx5 feet and i2xi:2% feet-must have plain or very nearly 
plain walls. Nile green, however, would be objectionable with 
your claret-colored furniture, as the strong contrast between the 
colors would have the effect of making each more conspicuous. 
Contrast, it is true, is one means of making harmony, as, for ex 
ample, red and blue, which are contrasting colors, harmonize; 
but it is a harmony which can contain only two notes; this, in 
music, would not be high art, nor is it in house decoration. 
Paper of a warm rather than a light tint is to be preferred for a 
north room, as the latter would make it look cold. A Japanese 
paper of a very small figure, in different shades of bronze, 
with a little red intermixed, would probably be best for your 
parlor. Let the freize be plain, the same color as the ceiling, which ehni1r hp in n liohtmr chnAl -f dim rf fh rtfn- +hA 

wall paper, finishing, 
where frieze and wall 
paper meet, with 
a line of bamboo 
or a picture mould 
ing. (2) Frame your 
diploma, after trim 
ming off superfluous 
paper, in a bronze 
colored wooden 
or leather frame, 
made to close; other 
wise it would be an 
ugly white patch on 
any wall on which 
it was hung. (3) In 
a low room, where 
the effect sought 
should be cosiness, 
sash-curtains are pre 
ferable to long ones, 
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MRS. A. A. P., Dakota.-(i) Rooms opening into one 
another should never be furnished in colors which do not go to 

gether. The view through the open doors affords an opportunity 
for gaining effects of space, distance and color which should not 
be overlooked- Soft pine is charming in tone, and if the room is 
carried out in corresponding tones sufficiently delicate the effect 
will be very good. Shades of red, yellow or blue may be used, 
provided they be no deeper in tone than the pine; that is to say, 
you may use a pale yellow, a pale blue or a pale pink; the blue 

might have a little yellow mixed with it, which would result in pale 
green; safest, however, would be the color of the pine itself. 

(2) If the glass in your transoms is of a color bad in itself, replace 
it with plain glass and cover this with Madras muslin or very thin 

figured silk, or even colored cheese-cloth to match the color of the 

room; if only bad because it is too bright, cover it with a trans 

parent silk of a shade of the prevailing color of the room. (3) 
The relative advantages of painting and papering are, on the one 

side, great variety and cheapness; on the other, durability and 

cleanliness; the former advantage is counterbalanced, however, 
in some degree, by the difference in expense, which is much greater 
in the case of paint than in that of paper. 
W. T. H., Baltimore.-The only color possible for the 

walls of your library is some shade of red-preferably a yellowish 
shade. Any other color would form a contrast to your wood 

work, which is " stained a poor imitation of cherry," and make 
this more conspicuous. Your furniture, of plain wood, might be 

painted a very low tone of red with Aspirall's enamel. Your 
book-cases should by all means be low; they may be plain 
shelves of some dark wood-not cherry-with a strip of dark red 
leather at the top of each shelf to keep the dust from the tops of 
the books, where it is most apt to settle. Or you may use plain 
shelves with curtains of plain or figured silk, or of cretonne of an 

inconspicuous design, in the tone of the room, but lighter, or of 
some heavier material of a warm reddish brown, with an em 
broidered border. If your books are uniform in appearance and 
rich in binding curtains are unnecessary. The disagreeable effect 

produced by your transoms would be softened by covering them 
with thin figured silk or replacing the plain with tinted glass in 
colors to harmonize with the room. 

D. D. B., Ky.-A low bookcase is always to be pre 
ferred to a high one, and this for two reasons: it is more con 
venient and it is more agreeable to the eye. You ask whether 

you shall place corresponding shelves on the other side of the 

chimney or not: this is a question of symmetry. Symmetry is a 
useful element in making a harmonious effect, but it is the re 
liance of ignorance. An artist can make two sides of a thing 
balance without their being alike. If you distrust your artistic 
sense, put a low bookcase, of the same wood as the woodwork of 
the room, on each side of the chimney. Or put a low bookcase 
on one side and something that will produce a harmonious effect 
on the other-a narrow table, for instance, or an upright piano, a 

large rocking-chair; or, best of all, a seat with a back of a height 
corresponding to that of the bookcase. The doors of the book 
case may be of glass, or curtains may be used, or simply strips of 
dark leather at the top of each shelf. 

E. S. M., Baltimore.-Your scheme of color for your 
bath-room, which is wainscoted with cypress-a light cream color 
for the ceiling and a deeper shade of the same color for the walls 

is, so far, very good, but it woild be spoiled by the introduction 
of the other colors you suggest. Never try to make light effects 
and rich effects in the same room. Your cream color, with deep 
orange or golden brown, would be an attempt in this direction. 

Only an artist could make such an effect so that it would be 
tolerable. Preserve the same tones throughout the room. A 
stencilled border might do for a bath-room, but it is never desir 

able, as the breaks which necessarily occur in the plate injure 
greatly any design used, making it, after a time, very fatiguing to 
the eye. 

PARQUETRY FLOORING. 

SUBSCRIBER, New York.-Carpet-parquetry is gen 
erally one quarter of an inch thick. The preparation of floors 
for it consists of filling in and planing down. If preferred, the 
parquetry need only be a border around the room. It looks 

warm, rich and comfortable, and with a carpet overlying a few 
inches, bordered with rich black or colored fringe, could not but 
please the most fastidious fancy. Those who aspire to delicate 
effects may satisfy their craving by aborder of shining satin-wood 
parquetry and dainty gayly-tinted carpet with bright fringe. When 
extreme solidity is desired, or in the case of very cold or im 

perfect floors, parquetry one inch in thickness would be advan 
tageous, but the laying of this involves the taking up of the floor; 
and although the greater thickness cannot fail to be superior in 
many cases, the quarter-inch is usually all that is necessary to se 
cure a handsome, comfortable, lasting and elastic floor. Bough 
ton & Terwilliger, whose advertisement will be found in another 
column, will give you any further information you may need. 

" SUBSCRIBER," Sheldon, Ia.--To preserve your hard 
wood floor its natural color, rub it with boiled linseed-oil, ap 
plied hot. A coating of shellac varnish put. on, after the oil is 
thoroughly dry, will make the floor retain its glossy appearance, 
if the shellac be renewed every three or four months. 

COLOR SCHEMVE FOR "I7DEA L HEAD." 
ENQUIRER.-The " Ideal Head"' (published in The 

Art Amateur, December, 1884) would look well on a plaque, if 
painted in mineral colors; but for oils we advise canvas, allowing 
perhaps a trifle more margin above the head. Choose a canvas 
of rather fine grain, and after making a careful and correct out 
line of the drawing, either by tracing or freehand, if you are com 
petent to do so, proceed to block in the broad shadows thinly 
with a mixture of raw umber, Indian red and ivory black. The 
nostrils, the line of the mouth between the lips and the eyelids 
may be put in with the same mixture, made warmer by the addi 
tion of more red. Scarlet, vermilion and white will give a good 
local flesh color, with the addition of rose madder in the cheeks. 

White, black and vermilion will make a good pearly gray for the 
intermediate tones, broken with white and terre-verte; a very 
little ultramarine ash should be introduced about the temples and 
corners of the mouth. The eyes may be put in with cobalt toned 
with raw umber and black. The brown hair should he laid in 
broadly at first with raw umber, black and a touch of burnt 
Sienna. For the lights use white and yellow ochre, toned with 
black if too bright. Black, white, raw umber and cobalt will 
make a good greenish gray coloring for the background. The 
cloak may be a rich reddish brown, made from raw umber, crim 
son lake and a touch of burnt Sienna, with a little brown madder 
added in the shadows. For the lights use a little rose madder, 
white and burnt Sienna. 

MA GA ZINE 11,L US TRA 7TION. 

TYRO, Newark, N. J.-As a rule, a sketch or drawing 
intended for magazine use should be at least a third larger than 
the size it is to be when published. *A sketch in oils or mono 
chrome in body color is often from two to four times the ,size of 
the wood-engraving to be made from it, it being " 

photographed 
down " onto the wood-block, the engraver working with the large 
original before him as a guide. 

C. B. M., Portland, Ore.-The whole subject of Pen 

Drawing for Photo-Engraving is being fully treated by Professor 
Ernest Knaufft in the columns of The Art Amateur. Profusely 
illustrated papers by him on the subject have been published in 
the issues of March, April, May, June, August, September, 
November, December of 1889 and January, 1890, and are to 
be continued. Unfortunately, the illustrations selected for the 

present (February) number of the magazine have been lost in the 

mails, and the next chapter must be deferred until next month. 
These papers will be published in book form as soon as possible; 
and will. form a valuable practical manual for the instruction of 
both students and professional draughtsmen. 

MRS. H.-(i) In illustrating an article, by all means 
send your sketches separately. It would interfere greatly with 
their chance of acceptance for publication to have them mixed up 
with the copy. (2) They must be in pen and ink on either Bris 
tol-board or hot-pressed paper, as it is desirable that the surface be 
as smooth as possible. (3) You may use India ink; but in that 
case be sure not only that it is quite black, but also that it does not 
run gray when the nib is nearly empty. Higgins's waterproof 
ink is excellent for pen-drawing for " process" reproduction. kIt 
costs twenty-five cents for a bottle, which will last a long time. 

E. I. P., Charlestown, Mass.-We should imagine-that 
if you are proficient enough in pen-drawing to contemplate teach 

ing the art you would find no difficulty in obtaining ample com 

pensation for your work as an illustrator. There is a wide field 

open in this line for really good draughtsmen. No one, however, 
should undertake to teach the sulject who is not thoroughly con 

versant with the requirements of publishers. Many persons can 
make very pretty pen-drawings which to a publisher are of no 

practical value, however, because they are not done in the man 
ner suitable for reproduction by the photo-engraving process. 
You will find the whole subject exhaustively treated in this 

magazine, in the series of articles by Professor Ernest Knaufft 
in course of publication. See answer to C. B. M. 

YOUNG ARTIST, Washington.-Pen-drawing for illus 
tration is a good stepping stone to more ambitious and more 
remunerative work, although a good draughtsman in black and 
white seldom lacks remunerative employment. The series of 
articles on " 

Pen-Drawing for Photo-Engraving," by Ernest 

Knaufft, in course of publication in The Art Amateur, would be 
of great assistance to you. Constant practice with the pen, draw 

ing everything you see-a vase of f)owers, your little brother at 

play, your mother sewing-is the best method of acquiring the 

complete use of it. With the facility to express what you desire 
in a few clear and simple lines, you will have at your command a 

means of livelihood for which there is a constantly increasing de 
mand. Editors would doubtless prefer to employ 'local talent 
to using the stereotyped illustrations that go the round of the 

country. If you have a taste for color, practise that also as a 
variation from your other work. There is always danger of the 
artist in black and white getting into a monochrome style, from 
which it is difficult to emancipate himself. We therefore advise any 
one who has to work much in pen and ink to keep near him his 
color box and changq off from the one to the other as often as op 

portunity allows. 

THE DISPOSAL OF AMATEUR WORK. 
YOUNG ARTIST, Washington, D. C.-It is quite nat 

ural that people should not buy an inferior article so long as they 
can get one of better quality. Your own experience will doubt 
less confirm the truth of this observation, which applies in all its 
force to contributions to The Art Amateur and other magazines. 
It is their aim at all times to procure the very best work, and as 
it is impossible for amateurs, with 'their meagre experience, to 

give this, magazines can use but very little of all that is offered 
them, from all parts of the country, by just such correspondents 
as yourself. It may encourage you to know, however, that some 
of our most valued contributors have begun by sending drawings 
'and designs which had to be declined. The best way, perhaps, 
for you to try to dispose of your work is to offer it at one of the 

regular exhibitions; although-assuming that you are not of the 
male sex-by communicating with the New York Society of Deco 
rative Art, 28 East Twenty-first Street, or the New York Exchange 
for Women's Work, Fifth Avenue, near Thirty-fourth Street, 
you may learn on what conditions you can send your work on 
sale to either of those places. 

HINTS FOR ART STUDYF. 

MRS. J. H., Grand Rapids, Mich.-(') Th e great his 
torical schools of painting in Christian times may be broadly distin 

guished by nationalities and periods, as follows : Italian painting, 
beginning with Giotto -in the thirteenth century, reaching its 

greatest height with Leonardo da Vinci, Michel Angelo, Raphael, 
Titian and Veronese in the sixteenth, distinguished mainly by its 

large decorative works'in fresco, such as Michel Angelo's paintings 
in the Sistine Chapel, Rome. The later works of the school, in 

oils, as those of Titian and Tintoretto, have much of the grandeur 
of the fresco paintings. The Flemish school may be said to have 

begun with the brothers Van Eyck, who studied in Italy in the 
fifteenth century. They are said to have beern the inventors of 
oil painting. The Dutch is an offshoot from the Flemish school, 
difficult to discriminate from it in a few words. Detail, high 
finish, subtle color, realistic, sometimes vulgar conception charac 
terize both. Memling, Rubens, Vandyck, Teniers belong to the 
Flemish school; Rembrandt, Franz Hals, Cuyp, Paul Potter to 
the Dutch. The German school is also an offshoot from the Flem 
ish ; Diirer, Hans Holbein and Lucas Cranach are its greatest 
names. The French school is usually held to begin under strong 
Italian influence in the sixteenth century with Fran90is Clouet 
and Jean Cousin. It has been revolutionized both as to its practice 
and its principles many times since. Lebruih, Watteau, Boucher, 
David, Prudhon, Delacroix, represent its successive steps up to 
the present period, which is distinguished from every other period 
by its scientific study of values. The Spanish school, Velasquez, 
seventeenth century, is at once realistic and grandiose. English 
painters, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Turner, cannot be said to form 
a school. (2) If interested in water-color work, Ruskin's " Elements 
of Drawing" may be very useful, if you begin at the beginning, as 
the author intended his readers tb do. His " Elements of Per 

spective" is also a useful little book. "Modern Painters" con 
tains a great deal of good reading, principally relating to land 

scape painting. (3) A short course of reading on art might include, 
beside the above, the manuals of "Oriental Archaeology-," 
"Greek' and " Roman Archaeology," " Greek Sculpture" .and 

Byzantine Art," from the French, published by 'J. B. Lippin 
cott Company. They are well illustrated. For information on 
Gothic art, read Ruskin's " Seven Lamps of Architecture" and 
" Stones of Venice." Pater's " Renaissance," Symond's 

" Re 
naissance in Italy" and Lady Dilke's " Renaissance in France" 
deal with literature as well as art, but are none the less interesting 
on that account. There is no book on recent art at once com 

prehensive and reliable. To understand its aims and methods, 
current periodicals must be read and exhibitions attended. 

CHINA PAINTING QUERIES. 
HAMPDEN, Troy.-A first painting may be done with 

water, and when thoroughly dry, a'second painting may be added 
over the first with fat oil. Of course by this process there is no 
chance of disturbing any of the under painting, as the vehicles 
are different. The plan thus described often enables a painting 
to be satisfactorily completed underthe glaze,which would, in the 

ordinary course, have been finished by a second painting (in 
enamel colors) over the glaze. 

F. S. T., Baltimore.-(I). Violet de fer (iron violet) 
is a good color for the darkest reds, the line between the lips, little 
touches in the nostrils, or in the corners of the eyes. Deep red 
brown with black may, however, be substituted for the last-named 
color. (2) In laying backgrounds, plenty of medium must be 

used, when it will be found that it is not so difficult to get the 
color tolerably flat as on the slippery surface of glazed ware. 

SUNDR Y QUERIES ANSWERED. 
S. To, Boston.-For etching on zinc one part; of nitric 

acid to seven or eight of water is often sufficient, and even with 
this weak mordant the biting is very rapid. 

C. W. F., Fort Wayne, Ind., asks: " Do you accept 
outside designs or drawings?" We accept designs, from what 
ever source they may come, if available for publication. - 

H., Rochester.-(i) Bolting cloth costs $ a yard (x8 
inches wide), or $1.25 a yard (24 inches). James B. Shepherd, 
927 Broadway, New York, will send it at those prices, post-paid. 

W. W., Brooklyn.-If you choose to send us a neat 

pen-drawing, for reproduction by the photo-engraving process, of 
the cartoon mentioned in your letter we will consider its avail 

ability for publication in The Art Amateur. 

M. N., South Amboy.-Colonel Muybridge's instan 
taneous photographs of animals in action are the only ones of 
which we have any knowledge. These are thoroughly admirable, 
and are of great value to artists. -We regret that we cannot tell 
you how to procure them. 

MRS. E. J., Mobile, Ala.-A design for painting a 

Sunday-school banner was given in The Art Amateur for Jan 
uary, 1889. We do not know " what is usually paid for such 
work." The price probably depends largely on the skill of the 

painter and the purse of the-client. 
H. T., Brooklyn.-Story, the sculptor, puts the statue 

of the Apollo" Belvedere at seven and three-fourths heads in 

height, and the Antinous and the Greek Peace at seven and a 
half heads high. Proportionately to the stature, the average fe 
male head is said to be a little smaller than the male. 

A. M.. B., Sheboygan Falls, Wis.-Good portrait 
painters commonly paint the pupils of the eyes in the manner you 
have noticed in the "Portrait of a Man," after Rembrandt, in the 
December number of TheArt Amateur. Their object is to give 
a greater look of animation to the face and to remove the appear 
ance of a fixed stare, which 'so disagreeably impresses one in most 
of the portraits we see. 

R., Topeka, Kan.-(i) Dark red is less objectionable 
for some complexions than rose red, because, being cheaper than 
this latter, it tends to impart whiteness to them, in consequence 
of' contrast of tone. (2) Studies in oils are often made on tinted 

holland, and are as convenient to handle as if they were on paper, 
taking no more space, and being rolled as easily; besides, they 
will not break and tear like paper. 

S. T., Trenton, " SUBSCRIBER," Rochester, and others. 
-Pictures for the Spring exhibition at the New York National 
Academy of Design must be received between Monday, March zoth, 
and Thursday, March 13th, inclusive. The varnishing days will 
be Thursday and Friday, April 3d and 4th. The exhibition will be 

opened to the public on Monday, April 7th. The Clarke, Hallgar 
'ten and Dodge prizes will be awarded on April z6th. 

S. M. B., Weston, W. Va.-By " local color" is meant 
the actual color of any given object apart from the action of 

light,, shade, reflections, atmosphere, distance or other incidental 
causes that affect the proper representation of color. The mer 
est tyro knows that in painting a scarlet garment or a green field 
very little of the abstract color is needed; moreover, if only the 
local or actual tint were employed, a merely flat, unmeaning patch 
of color would be the result. 'As a rule, local coloring is most 

apparent betwe'en the lights and broad shadows. 

S. M. B., Weston, W. Va-We shall publish very 
soon some articles on miniature painting. The usual method for 
this style of painting is with water colors on ivory prepared for the 
purpose, and afterward protected by glass. This is sufficiently 
lasting. For the colors to be absolutely, permanent, miniatures 

must be enamelled on metal, burned in at a great heat, with vitri 
fiable colors; but such work calls for special skill, and hardly 
comes within the scope of the amateur's practice. Sometimes 
miniatures are painted with mineral colors on china and fired; 
but, although a picture so produced is " permanent" so far as 
color is concerned, of course it is liable to break. 

ENQUIRER.-(I) A broad gilt frame with the picture 
rather deeply set in would suit the study of Catherine Mermet 
roses, published in The Art Amateur of last November. (2) To 
gain " the transparent 'look" you speak of in the large rose, 'paint 
the shadows thinly with transparent color, afterward dragging 
over this a little opaque color. For the lights load the color 
on much more thickly, and do not work it about too much. 

(3) We cannot give personal recommendations, but would sug 
gest an advertisement in The Art Amateur as a means of 'find 
ing a good artist to paint your father's picture at a moderate 
price.. You would, of course, examine carefully specimens of the 

pane's wor before entrustingt him with your commission. 
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